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December 2, 2004

To Whom It May Concern:

We have submitted a revised manuscript for the article titled "Lung function, asthma symptoms, and quality of life for children in public housing in Boston". We have made the following revisions based on the instructions for editors and comments sent on November 30, 2004.

- We have accepted all of the changes inserted in the manuscript in "track changes" mode.
- For the figure titles, the text we provided was intended to be the title followed by an additional (but brief) description, intended to be the figure legend. The figure legend was the text following the semi-colon. We have removed the bold from this text to indicate where the figure title ends and the legend begins (for Figures 2 and 3 only). All figures titles are less than 15 words.
- In reference #7, 3rd refers to the name of the second author (i.e., the name is R Evans III). We have changed "3rd" to "III" to make this more clear.
- We have revised the formats of the three figures to reduce the white space and provide adequate resolution. Figure 1 has been submitted as a BMP file, while Figures 2 and 3 are submitted as TIFF files.

Please let us know if any additional formatting changes are required for this manuscript. We thank you for the opportunity to publish in Environmental Health: A Global Access Science Source.

Jonathan Levy
Assistant Professor of Environmental Health and Risk Assessment